
SKAM Access Guide for The Fates

Overview

This document is a guide for Theatre SKAM audience members attending

The Fates to understand the accessibility measures being taken by Theatre

SKAM. If there are any questions or concerns, please contact Hannah

Mariko Bell (She/Her) at hannahb@skam.ca.

This guide format was created by Navarra Houldin (She/Her).
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ASL Interpreted Performances

ASL (American Sign Language) Interpreted performances are a way of

making shows accessible to patrons who are Deaf or hard of hearing. The

ASL Interpreter stands to the side of the stage to interpret the spoken (or

sung) parts of a performance. Our ASL Interpreter for this performance is

Katt Campbell (She/Her).

Information about the ASL Interpreted performance:

➔ The ASL performance will take place on September 2nd at 7 PM

Relaxed Performances

Relaxed performances are designed for audience members who may

benefit from a less restricted audience environment. This can include

those with intellectual or learning disabilities, sensory processing
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conditions, autism, social anxiety, Alzheimer’s, PTSD or dementia. A

relaxed performance has some overall changes including:

The Environment

➔ The designation of a “Quiet Space” for those people who feel

overwhelmed

➔ Leaving house lighting dimly lit in the theatre so it is not completely

dark while the show is on

➔ Additional staff and support team members to provide assistance.

The Performance

Some changes made to the performance may include:

➔ Limiting the number of abrupt shifts in sound, lighting or effects

➔ Removal or limiting of any pyrotechnics

➔ Changes to how close the actors get to the audience

Information about the Relaxed Performance:

➔ The Relaxed Performance will take place on August 28th at 7 PM

Wheelchair/Mobility Accessibility

Theatre SKAM’s Satellite Studios is wheelchair accessible with two

gender-neutral washrooms, one of which is an  accessible washroom.

More details about the washrooms are provided in the visual story.

The Fates seating arrangement is alleyway seating, meaning that there are

audience members on either side of the stage. Our Front of House staff
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will ensure that folks with mobility access needs will be seated

comfortably.

Trigger Warnings and Content Notes

The Trigger Warnings and Content Notes will be displayed on the Theatre

SKAM website for patrons to access before the performance and available

at the box office. Trigger Warnings and Content Notes are important for

patrons because we want to take care of our audiences and make sure

they can make a properly informed decision.

"Warnings are about giving an audience the appropriate information

needed to make a choice about what they want to be exposed to."

- Responsible Theatremaking

What is the difference between a Trigger Warning and Content Note?

Trigger Warnings (TW): Trigger Warnings are used to prevent exposing

patrons with past trauma to something that might incite a physical and/or

mental reaction e.g., sexual violence. These warnings are also used for

audience members who have medical conditions that can cause physical

reactions.

Content Notes (CN): Content Notes inform the viewer of potentially

distressing material e.g., blood or nudity.

The Fates Trigger Warnings and Content Notes

➔ Trigger Warning: Depression, mention of hospitalization due to

depression, anxiety, depiction of an anxiety attack, suicide ideation,

portrayals of internalized homophobia
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➔ Content Note: Depictions of underage partying (marijiuana use and

alcohol), mention of animal death

Visual Story (Theatre SKAM Satellite Studio)

The formatting used for the visual story was created by Holly Lam

(She/Her) at Intrepid Theatre.

About the Theatre SKAM Satellite Studio

The Satellite Studio is located on Fort Street in Downtown Victoria, British

Columbia. Theatre SKAM lives, creates, and works on the traditional

territories of the Lekwungen peoples, now known as the Esquimalt and

Songhees First Nations.

Location

The Satellite Studio is located at 849 Fort Street, Victoria, BC (V8W 1H6).

It is at the corner of Quadra and Fort Street. The Satellite Studio is

sponsored by PARC Retirement Living. View Location on Google Maps
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Parking

There is no designated parking for the Satellite Studio. There is metered

street parking along Fort Street, which is free after 6 PM. Take a note of

which spot you park at, there's a number on a stanchion and make sure

that you have your license plate number ready. The nearest pay station is

one/two doors down from the Satellite Studio. The parking can also be

paid for with the ParkVictoria app (Credit only). Cash is an option at the

paystation. The nearest parkade is the Broughton St. Parkade (entrance is

located at 745 Broughton St.).

Transit

There are no direct bus stops in front of the Satellite Studio but there are

bus routes nearby:

➔ The #6 runs along Quadra Street.

➔ The #3, 6, 11, 14, 15 and 22 run along Fort Street. (Fort is a one-way

street going away from downtown. In the opposite direction, these

routes run on Yates Street.)

Many other routes also stop within walking distance of the Satellite Studio

along Yates and Douglas Street.

Cycling

There are protected bike lanes along Fort Street. Quadra Street is a busy

street with no bike lane, but you can always walk your bike on the

sidewalk. There are no bicycle racks in front of the studio. There are

bicycle racks across the street in front of Belle General and down the

street in front of Island Blue Print Co. Ltd.
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Front Entrance

You will enter the studio from the Fort Street entrance through the single

glass door shown in the  photograph below. When you arrive at the studio,

the front door will be propped open. The entrance is level to the ground,

but there is a metal lip in the doorframe.

If you are attending The Fates, one of our Front of House staff will be in the

front lobby area 20 minutes prior to showtime. If you arrive more than 20

minutes before the show, there may be a line or group of other attendees

outside the studio. The theatre itself opens 15 minutes before each

performance. If any accommodations are needed, please email

info@skam.ca a day prior to the performance you are attending.
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The Fates Front of House staff who supervise the

audience areas during shows are named Anna Marie and Branden OR

Francyne. They look like this:

Anna Marie (She/Her)

Branden (He/Him)
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Francyne (She/Her)

There will always be two Front of House staff at the Satellite Studio. Their

job is to help the audience, and usually will be at the front door, or

escorting patrons to their seats. If you need help or have any questions,

you can ask a Front of House staff member. The Front of House staff will

have lanyards that identify their role. They look like this:

The Front of House staff also have information about any effects or

content during the show that might be surprising, or that audience

members may be sensitive to, such as bright lights, loud sounds, or haze. If

there is any information missing, they will contact Hannah Mariko Bell
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(The Artistic and Community Liaison) as she will not be present at each

performance.

Pre-Show Process

Anna Marie will be checking people off of the willcall sheet at the front and

Branden or Francyne will get patrons seated. Face masks are mandatory

for the entire duration of the time folks are inside of the Satellite Studio.

Copies of this access guide will be made available at the front with Anna

Marie.

The Lobby

Once you enter, the Front of House staff will bring you through the lobby.

It’s quite small, and is just for passing through. The lights lamps with LED

bulbs in them. The cloud in the next room is an LED light that has multiple

colours. The lobby floor is flat

.
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Quiet Space

The quiet space is designated as a space where those who feel

overwhelmed come and have a calm space away from where the show is

taking place. The quiet space is located by the lobby and is accessible

during the show. The floor is flat in this space.

Washrooms

The Satellite Studio has two gender neutral washrooms that are single

capacity. The first washroom is located in the front lobby and is not

accessible. The second washroom is located on the other side of the lobby

area beside the entrance door. The lights in the accessible washroom are

fluorescent lights, the non-accessible washroom has incandescent bulbs.
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Theatre Space Entrance

The theatre space is through the door at the end of the lobby. The doors

will open 15 minutes before the show, and you will be led directly through

the doors by a Front of House staff member after you check in with a Front

of House staff in the lobby. There is a slight incline into the theatre space.
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Inside the Theatre/Before the Show

When you reach the end of the hall, the theatre is straight ahead. It looks

like this (specifically for The Fates):

Folks will be seated based on the group size and access needs.

Before the show, the lights in the audience area will be on. The pre-show

lights are overhead LED work lights and visibility may be dim.

In case of fire or smoke in the front of the building, patrons and workers

should exit through the back marked exit door. This door can be found

immediately to the right when entering the performance space and has an

exit sign clearly visible above the door opening.

Air Circulation

The air conditioning will be on at all times during shows, to keep air
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circulating. We also have multiple air purifiers operating inside of the

theatre. This is part of our communicable disease prevention plan. It can

get a little bit cold, and the system makes a humming noise.

During the Show

At the beginning of the performance, the assistant director of The Fates -

Scott (He/Him) will give a short speech, which will include a territory

acknowledgement, give trigger warnings and content notes, a sponsorship

acknowledgement, ask people to turn their phones off and give COVID-19

specific information and welcome folks to the show.

During the show, all performers in The Fates will remain on the stage

except for a moment when one of the performers will jump off the right

side of the stage. The show music can be loud and have heavy bass during

some parts of the show to emulate being outside of a house party. The

show lights change often but there are no strobe effects. The lighting

design utilizes many different colours. The stage lights are on lighting

stands in the four corners of the theatre space. There are no overhead

stage lights. Due to their position and angle, you will see the lights and

they may occasionally shine in your eyes.

During a non-relaxed performance, the lights in the audience and the

seating area will be lowered, and the theatre may get very dark at times.

The regular performances of The Fates are approximately 75 minutes and

have no intermission; however during our relaxed performance you are

welcome to get up and move about as you need. At the end of the show,

people will clap, and might cheer, to show appreciation for the performers.
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If it is too loud, it is alright to cover your ears. If you would like to show

appreciation without clapping, you are welcome to wave your hands in the

air.

After the Show

When the show is over, you will exit the theatre to the lobby through the

same door you came in. The seating area might be busy while everyone is

leaving their seats. From the lobby, exit through the main front door (push

to open - the door is heavy), and you’ll be back on Fort Street. Please do

not gather in the lobby or theatre after the performance.
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